Cloud Journey
Take your business to the cloud with
expert advice every step of the way.

Discover What the Cloud
Can Do for You

The cloud is changing the way businesses work by expanding possibilities for growth. With WatServ,
moving to the cloud is easier than you think.
By leveraging the cloud, you can modernize your business, update technology assets, better manage risks,
accelerate innovation, get to market faster and stay in compliance. Since 2006, WatServ has been managing
digital transformations for clients using cloud technologies and services. With a unique, end-to-end approach,
WatServ’s hybrid and multi-cloud solutions are customized to your needs and engineered for reliability,
performance and security. Let’s start your cloud journey today.
Cloud Journey

1. Strategize

2. Plan

3. Deploy

4. Maintain

Assess cloud
readiness
and workloads

Design your
cloud foundation

Build your
cloud foundation

Manage and operate
your cloud

Develop an
implementation plan

Execute
your plan

Monitor, analyze
and optimize

Create a detailed
cloud design

Conduct
the migration

Ensure ongoing security
and meet compliance and
governance requirements

Understand your cloud
platform options
Document a
cloud strategy

Strategize: At WatServ, our experts begin by assessing your existing infrastructure, applications and data.
We then document business requirements and develop a strategy for cloud adoption. We also quantify gains
offered by alternative cloud environments – in terms of total cost of ownership, agility and speed –to help you
choose the right platform.
Plan: Next, our team will plan your journey to the cloud. This involves outlining a detailed cloud plan by
specifying workload classifications, dependencies, foundational architecture and the overall technical design.
Deploy: During the deployment phase, WatServ will implement your cloud plan and execute its technical
design. In particular, this phase involves building a cloud foundation and migrating workloads based on the
determined approach – be it “lift and shift”, replatform or rebuild.
Maintain: WatServ offers advanced managed services using proven engineering practices. This includes
applying processes, procedures and automation so you can scale effectively. Our specialized experts also
conduct performance monitoring, security management and workload optimization, and a service delivery
manager helps you meet your SLAs. You’ll also get support from our client success team for regular business
reviews, as well as 24x7x365 support from our technical team.
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Our Cloud
Services

WatServ’s team of cloud experts can get you to the cloud faster and more effectively – wherever you
are in your journey.
Regardless of where you are in your digital transformation, WatServ can help. Based on industry-leading
methodologies and over a decade of proven results, our team of experts are recognized for developing
and executing hybrid and multi-cloud strategies with precision. This includes providing ongoing services to
optimize digital infrastructure and delivering both short- and long-term success.
Get customized cloud services and ongoing maintenance – designed using operational best practices – to
achieve maximum flexibility, reliability, performance and security. Everything you need, all from our team of
cloud experts.
Our Services

Strategize

Plan

Deploy

Maintain

CloudDiscover

CloudPlan

CloudFoundation
(Build)

CloudOps

CloudFoundation
(Plan)

CloudMigrate

WatServ’s Services

CloudDiscover: Develop a cloud strategy that’s customized to your business needs.
CloudPlan: Design a cloud plan engineered for reliability, performance and security.
CloudFoundation: Watch your cloud environment come to life – beginning with a strong foundation.
CloudMigrate: Migrate your assets to the cloud efficiently, securely and without friction.
CloudOps: Get advanced managed services and 24x7x365 support, including monitoring and analytics,
security management and ongoing optimization.
WatServ is SOC 2 certified for its CloudOps Managed Services, based on an audit of its Type 1 report.
Developed by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), SOC 2 is an auditing procedure that ensures
service organizations manage customer data using controls for security, availability, processing integrity, confidentiality and
privacy. At WatServ, we are committed to achieving operational effectiveness and providing assurance to our customers.

WatServ is an IT solutions provider helping clients digitally transform
their businesses through cloud technologies and services.
For more information, visit www.watserv.com

